RiskSOURCE Clark-Theders

IS YOUR BUSINESS UP TO DATE ON NEWS REGARDING LEGISLATIVE CHANGES?
•

Sudden changes to federal and state legislation can catch any business off guard and
create new and unforeseen compliance obligations. Our clients have access to timely
Compliance Bulletins and News Briefs that you can use to stay aware of important
developments.

IS YOUR ORGANIZATION READY TO RESPOND TO A CYBER ATTACK?
•

Cyber risks are constantly growing in frequency and severity, making them one of most
serious threats to your business. RiskSOURCE Clark-Theders can provide you with a variety
of resources to help you minimize your cyber exposures and protect your business.

ARE YOUR EMPLOYEES AWARE OF EMERGING SAFETY CONCERNS?
•

New industry threats and other safety concerns pose a serious risk to the health and wellbeing of your employees. Using our industry-specific tools, you can educate your staff on
new safety and health developments.
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COMPLIANCE BULLETINS
Don’t wait to hear about an important legislative update
on the news. Use these attorney-written overviews to
understand recent federal legislation handed down by
OSHA, the Department of Transportation and other
government agencies.

NEWS BRIEFS
Use these News Briefs to get a quick understanding of
breaking developments, such as product recalls, natural
disasters, and major cyber attacks and data breaches.

INDUSTRY-SPECIFIC NEWSLETTERS
Stay informed on industry topics and safety tips with
these regular communications, which feature concise
summaries of rule changes and other topics. Each
newsletter focuses on a different topic or industry, so
you can pick one that targets employee safety, general
industry, OSHA, cyber security or five specific industries.

CYBER RISK RESOURCES
New information regarding cyber risks emerges every
day, and from a business standpoint, this can make it
difficult to stay informed on the most important and
dangerous exposures. Our suite of cyber resources can
be used to better prepare your business for anything a
cyber criminal may throw your way.

EMPLOYER RESOURCES
Gain access to thousands of employer-facing materials
that can help you understand a number of new
insurance and risk-related topics. Whether you need tips
to respond to a workplace incident or a guide on a new
insurance topic, these easy-to-read resources will keep
you updated.
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